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of termites (agents) looking for food. Failures are defined for movement actuators and ter-
mite programs. By using language games and evolutionary computing concepts, termites
have enough information to determine if their actuators or programs are failing. Each
termite is able to identify its own failures based on the diagnosis given by others. Ex-
perimental results show that the proposed approach builds a set of very specific diagnosis
questions from local interactions, allowing the system to diagnose more than one type of
failure at the same time while the accounted number of diagnosis questions is reduced. For
the termite programs, a ranking of possible missing code lines is stored and mutations are
induced on the code. With the time, the termite programs are repaired and self-healing is
obtained as an emergent property from local interactions between termites.
Resumen: Esta Tesis presenta un mecanismo de auto-recuperación de programas en un
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fallas, basada en los diagnósticos dados por otras. Resultados experimentales, muestran
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una propiedad emergente de las interacciones locales entre las termitas.
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Introduction
Nowadays there are millions of companies, billions of humans who work for these compa-
nies and trillions of computer devices that increase systems complexity. IBM and other
organizations have large departments working on identifying, tracing and determining the
cause of failures in complex computing systems. Some companies can take several weeks
to diagnose and fix them, and sometimes the problem disappears without a good diagnosis
[32]. A research done by the University of California shows that almost half of the total
budget is spent to prevent and recover systems from crashes [37], and other research of
CISCO and IBM on 2003 shows that organizations spend between the 25 and 50 percent
of IT resources on problem determination [37].
Imitation of biological behaviors is an alternative to face the growing complexity of
computer systems administration. The term autonomic computing was proposed in 2001
by Paul Horn to the National Academy of Engineers at Harvard University. Horn presented
a relationship between the autonomous nervous system, self-control body capacities and
systems that could regulate themselves [38]. By abstracting the concept from biology to
computer science, the following questions are proposed: How these systems should look
like? How these systems should work?, and What obstacles must be faced on designing
and understanding the behavior of systems?
The key point to speak about autonomic systems is self-managing. Self-managing pro-
vides functions like to adapt components to change operations, configurations, requests and
external conditions for reacting to unexpected events in the environment. Self-managing
also describes functions for updating and reconfiguring the system. For example, if a fail-
ure happens, the system would be able to restore the last working version, and to maintain
satisfactory levels of performance without human intervention [22].
In order to have self-managing, some emergent properties appear:
• Self-configuration allows system to be configured according to high-level policies at
the business level. In circumstances such as adding new components, the system
automatically adapts to their presence [32].
• Self-healing, is based on the ability to detect software and hardware components that
are failing. System must detect them, eliminate, or replace with other components
without disrupting the system operation [38]. It must predict troubles and failures
in the future.
• Self-optimization, system continually seeks opportunities to improve their perfor-
mance and efficiency [32].
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• Self-protection, system automatically defends against malicious attacks. It uses early
warning to anticipate and prevent systemwide failures [32].
Self-healing
One of the emergent properties of autonomic computing is self-healing, which is a hard
problem. Self-healing allows the systems to detect failures in components and then, replace,
eliminate or repair them without disrupting the system operation.
Self-healing involves: the design and verification of an autonomic system which has
some of the complexity of a real system in order to locate functions and services offered by
an autonomic element in an efficient manner [32], to make an abstraction of behaviors to
obtain emergent properties and global behaviors from local actions [32, 7, 18], to reallocate
resources [4] and to locate faults in the shortest possible time [25].
An important challenge of self-healing is to develop a virtual organization in an area
where certain items may have certain types of failures, and reduce the risk of large losses
by getting a reconfiguration that ensures the continuity of the system and the potential
generation of learning about corrective actions [37, 25].
Self-healing has been presented from different points of view, which include:
• A biological perspective using cellular adaptation ideas like hyperplasia (new cells
are created) and metaplasia (some cells change from one type of cell to another for
adapting) [9].
• Some research works use fuzzy logic [36, 33] and concepts from other sciences like
psychology [61] for improving the performance and learning of multiagent systems
on autonomic environments.
• Some other works try to find the cause of failures on distributed transaction environ-
ments with good times of response [25].
• Another work is focused on security and show the project CSISM as an application.
[5].
• Self-healing has also been proposed for operating systems [45, 17], networks [35] and
object-oriented applications in Java [24, 13].
Another research discussed that self-managing is not a final goal of autonomic com-
puting, it is defined as an emergent property that arises from self-organization. If self-
managing is taken as a final goal, the system would have slow performance with very high
computational load [52].
NASA has an initiative for exploration in asteroid belts in a project called ANTS (Au-
tonomous Nano Technology Swarm). The proposed system has skilled workers in different
roles to collect more information about asteroids, a central agent that directs a global
goal and several messengers that send signals between agents and the space station. This
project shows application of autonomic computing in planning of future spatial missions
showing two prototypes: ACT and Logos [54]. The outlined projects show the importance
of studying the autonomic computing paradigm, and these investigations hope to define
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the future of space explorations among the years 2020 and 2030 as functional prototypes
[54, 53].
Goal
In this Thesis, a virtual world of termites is developed. A virtual world of termites is
an environment that includes the interaction among multiple elements and provides a
general approach (instead of defining self-healing over operating systems or software) for
self-healing based on local interactions.
This thesis shows that it is possible to detect and correct failures in an efficient way by
using artificial life and evolutionary computation approaches, specifically with a software
that simulates a swarm of termites. Alife ideas are based on emergence, self-organization
and systems with many elements that interact with others through local rules. Alife has a
synthetic approach, typically using computer simulations [34].
The purpose of this work is to provide an autonomic computing approach based on
self-organization, to have an application for detection and correction of failures and to
provide a base to develop self-healing schemes given the evolution of a virtual model of
termites and their ability to correct faults. Specifically, this research concentrates on:
Designing and implementing a virtual system of termites in which these
carry out a specific task: In the development of a virtual model, the first task is to
identify agents and its abilities. An agent is an object that has sensors, actuators and
takes a place in the world. This work defines a virtual model of termites. Only the worker
breed is modeled, so termites will carry out food search.
Defining, modeling, designing and implementing a system of failures for
the virtual environment of termites: Once the termites are carrying out a task in
this virtual world, it is sought to model, to design and to implement a system of failures
for this environment. This work includes two types of failures: errors in the movement
actuators and failures in the behavior of the termites.
Applying evolutionary techniques of self-organization and self-healing to the
virtual environment: This work defines functions of diagnosis and self-healing over the
termites population. These functions are included in each termite as programs. Programs
allow termites to speculate about the health of other termites and to act based on the
diagnosis given by others. After that, self-healing actions are added to the behavior of
the termites. To accomplish self-healing, it is required to write the programs, to develop
genetic operators like crossover and mutation and to give to termites the ability of evaluate
a termite program.
Evaluating and analyzing the results obtained by using the model: This
work analyzes experimental results obtained and carries out some adjustments to the self-
healing mechanism. Some statistics, about performance and effectiveness of the algorithm
are measured, determining if it was possible to achieve self-healing and in which level, as
well as the comparison of the system without the self-healing mechanism and the system
with it.
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Main Contributions
The main contribution of this work is to develop a mechanism of programs self-healing in
a multiagent environment based on autonomic computing. The following is a list of this
Thesis contributions:
A Survey about Autonomic Computing
A survey about autonomic computing was presented and published in the 6ccc (Sexto
congreso colombiano de computación 2011) [43]. Autonomic computing allows systems to
manage themselves given the high-level objectives of administrators. Since the autonomic
term appeared in 2001, some research works have been proposed about autonomic sys-
tems design, emergent properties and challenges of autonomic computing. One of these
properties is self-healing which provides the ability to detect, identify and correct fail-
ures on a system. This is the research problem that we try to solve using an artificial
life approach. Since the autonomic computing concept appeared in 2001, most surveyed
works are proceedings of the last 10 years. Research on autonomic computing includes
multiple disciplines as computer science, psychology, economics, artificial life and study of
biological systems among others. Some authors have proposals with models that include
topics of autonomic system architectures, implementation issues and application of utility
functions, feelings modeling, psychology, genetic algorithms, systems theory and artificial
life to ensure self-administration.
A Simulated Environment of Termites
The design of the termites simulator makes possible to develop different motion algorithms
for the termites. An article called "An evolutionary algorithm based on local rules for
targets resolution over agents in a simulated environment" was a first approach to define
the work to be carried out by the set of termites (this work was published in the journal
Avances en Sistemas e Informática) [41]. Agents are running movement programs looking
for objectives in a world that has random targets and temperatures distributed in the
space. Some temperatures are lethal for agents. An evolutionary algorithm evaluates and
sets the agents actions in the virtual world based on local perceptions of each agent. We
define basic movement programs, which are generated from a simple language to represent
directions and we encode the programs in a binary genotype of 9 bits (3 next movements).
The fitness function is based on local interactions and assesses the proximity of movement
programs to the goal and actions to prevent death of the agent by the heat. In each agents
thread, the evolutionary algorithm is executed several times until reach the target. As
result, the agents reach the target quickly and at the same time, they avoid points of lethal
temperature.
A Mechanism of Failure Diagnosis based on Language Games and Q-
learning over a Termites Simulator
A mechanism of failure diagnosis in a multi-agent environment of termites looking for food
is a first approach to the solution of the research problem. The failure system is defined
based on the probability that each termite (agent) has of executing a movement instruction.
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By using language games concepts and the Q-learning algorithm, termites diagnose failures
with the highest failure probabilities. Termites also have enough information to determine
which movement actuator is failing based on a simple voting system that is the result of a
diagnosis based on language games. Results show that the proposed approach is able, from
local interactions, to build a set of very specific diagnosis questions, allowing the system
to diagnose more than one type of failure at the same time, while the accounted number of
diagnosis questions for instructions with low failure probability is reduced. This work was
published in the proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference
GECCO 2011 [44].
A Programs Self-Healing Mechanism over a Termites Simulator based on
Language Games and Evolutionary Computing
This work presents a mechanism of programs self-healing in an environment of agents
looking for food. The failure system is defined based on initial failures that each agent
(termite) has on their programs. By using language games concepts and the Q-learning
algorithm, termites diagnose failures on their programs. Termites also have enough infor-
mation to determine if their programs are failing based on a simple voting system that
is the result of language games of diagnosis. By using the voting system and storing a
ranking of possible missing code lines, mutations are induced on the code and the system
is capable of recovering the programs. This work was published in the proceedings of the
European Conference on the Synthesis and Simulation of Living Systems ECAL 2011 [42].
Thesis Outline
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
• Chapter 1 provides an augmented description of the background about autonomic
computing, self-healing, and the basic concepts applied in the development of the
thesis.
• Chapter 2 presents the termites world and introduces the diagnosis mechanism over
the actuators of the simulator.
• Chapter 3 presents the mechanism of programs self-healing.
• Chapter 4 presents some experiments and improvements to the self-healing mech-
anism.
• Chapter 5 draws some conclusions and future work.
CHAPTER 1
Background
1.1 Autonomic Computing
According to IBM, Autonomic computing is the ability of an IT infrastructure to adapt
to change in accordance with business policies and objectives. Quite simply, it is about
freeing IT professionals to focus on higher-value tasks by making technology work smarter,
with business rules guiding systems to be self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing, and
self-protecting [22].
The idea of autonomic computing was proposed by Paul Horn to the National Academy
of Engineers at Harvard University in 2001. Horn presented a relationship between the
autonomic nervous system and computing systems with self-managing [38]. By abstracting
the concept from biology to computer science, the following questions are proposed: how
these systems should look like? How these systems should work? And what obstacles must
be faced on designing and understanding the behavior of systems?
1.1.1 Autonomic System Architecture
An autonomic system is a set of autonomic elements; each of these elements is responsible
of managing a particular element. An autonomic element manages its own state and their
interactions with an environment. The environment consists in signals and messages from
other elements and the external world (Fig 1.1).
The internal behavior of an autonomic element and the set of relationships with other
elements are based on [32]:
• Goals that a designer has embedded in it,
• Goals incorporated by another system and,
• Through subcontracts with other element with its tacit or explicit consent.
Several elements may require assistance from others to reach their goals, and this
assistance is scalable at some levels from a specific role to cover all the system. Individual
components are fault-tolerant in a lower level; at higher levels, fixed behaviors, connections
1
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and relationships provide more flexibility and dynamism to the autonomic system. In high
level terms, each element solves troubles while is performing its work [32].
Figure 1.1. Architecture of an Autonomic System
1.1.2 Related Work
The following are some works related to autonomic computing:
1.1.2.1 Autonomic Architectures
These works are concentrated on designing and building autonomic systems for solving a
specific problem or they are frameworks for developing autonomic systems.Xiangdong and
Hariri (2003) [20], proposed a Java tool to specify self-management over mobile agents.
They achieved self-healing for a component running a matrix multiplication. Fuad and
Oudshoorn (2007) [23] presented a Java-based autonomic element design that simplifies
prototyping. It is free of domain and object oriented. SelfLets (2008) [8] of Bindelli, Di
Nitto, Mirandola and Tedesco have proposed Java components called SelfLets that would
be used as a framework for developing autonomic systems. SelfLets have goals, behaviors,
policies and services.
In Design of lightweight agents for embedded environments, Tamhankar, M. and Mosse,
D. (2003) [39] defined agents to manage large computing systems as agents have a reactive
part and a proactive part and require a small number of CPU cycles to be executed. Siewert
and Pfeffer (2005) [47] proposed the design of a microprocessor with self-managing embed-
ded. This design redefines the traditional architecture of hardware, firmware and software.
DePalma, N. and Popov (2009) [19], presented a tool to implement autonomic properties
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on systems based on metamodels. Metamodels represent parameters and services offered
by each component in a tree form.
1.1.2.2 Multiagent Learning
Some research works use genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic and concepts from other sciences
like psychology for improving the performance and learning of multiagent systems on au-
tonomic environments:
Walsh and Kephart (2004) [57], presented utility functions for mapping possible status
of an entity in a scalar value. The utility function is defined in demand terms and offered
service; it reflects payment/penalty terms by level of service with the clients and also
incorporates considerations like the value of maintaining a good reputation for providing
a good service.
Khan y Shamail (2009) [33], used fuzzy logic for decision making on autonomic systems.
They applied the model in a virtual environment called AFFA [36] Autonomic Forest
Fire Application that predicts force, speed and intensity of fire. Fire spreads in several
conditions based on initial conditions of the environment. This model has an 88 percent
of accuracy.
Strassner and Menich (2005) [52], described a model that integrates management in-
formation, regardless of source or format. They defined a-priori knowledge, metadata,
ontology for adding concepts and a hypothesis component. The model has an approach
of the expected results of a networking system and a comparison with the current system
data is performed. Then, an analysis is executed to determine which information must be
added to the model. Data is compared with this latter. If data does not match the desired
status, some policies are applied and the model acts looking for the desired status.
Zhang and Pan (2009) [61], proposed a model based on feelings like happiness and
sadness for autonomic systems. Autonomic elements have desires, behavioral norms and
preferences that generate an action set.
Bicocchi and Zambonelli (2007) [7], have proposed self-managing in a different way.
Self-managing is not a final goal, it is defined as an emergent property that arises from
self-organization. If self-managing is taken as a final goal, the system would have slow
performance with very high computational load. They presented some examples like ant
nests and analyzed diversity creation as a limitation of a self-organized environment. They
suggest that by introducing autonomous self-managing items into a self-organized envi-
ronment, will produce global behaviors from local interactions, and system will have self-
administration. They have a project called CASCADAS [1] about regional ecologies and
communication in distributed environments.
1.1.2.3 Self-healing
Bisadi and Sharifi (2008) [9], presented a research about self-healing based on biology.
Cellular adaptation ideas like hyperplasia and metaplasia are included in the model. In
metaplasia, some cells change from one type of cell to another for adapting, and when the
perturbation disappears the tissue returns to the normal pattern of differentiation, and in
hyperplasia new cells are created in order to regenerate tissues (it is common in epithelial
cells). The model includes healing elements, connectors and devices with policies.
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Gao, Kar, and Kermani (2004) [25], presented a work to find the cause of some fail-
ures on distributed transaction environments with good response times. They remarked
fail detection on heterogeneous environment as a NP-hard problem. Their approach is
based on a dependency matrix of transactions versus resources. They consider only binary
dependencies i.e. a 0/1 matrix.
Atighetchi and Pal (2009) [5], introduced the concept of self-regeneration as a survival
mechanism of systems that reduces the role of human experts. Their work is focused on
security and they show as application the project CSISM, which implemented multi-layer
reasoning with fast reaction rules designed to take effective defensive actions within 250
ms of attack initiation.
Self-healing has been proposed for operating systems and distributed network environ-
ments. Rott (2007) [45] decomposed this process in four main components: Monitoring,
Adaptation, Interpretation and Resolution. By adopting the behavior of human adminis-
trators, also defined an optimal self-healing process in a computer environment into three
stages: prevention, first aid and immunization. Rott considered as an example the ability
to restore a service from an XML policy, which was implemented in Solaris 10. David
and Campbell (2007) [17], demonstrated that it is possible to build operating systems with
self-healing through simple and effective techniques such as code reloading, component
isolation and automatic restarts.
Fuad and Deb (2006) [24], have proposed a code injection mechanism for Java to intro-
duce self-healing in object-oriented applications. Design includes sensors that capture the
variables state before calling functions and encapsulate the exceptions. When any runtime
failure occurs, the failure is notified and the system tries to reconstruct the faulted method,
so that it could be restarted at the point where the failure occurred. Otherwise, the sys-
tem notifies the system administrator and some actions are executed like log generation.
Authors obtain code with a O(n) code inflation, where n is the size of the original code,
and present linear time to execute code injection algorithms on their experiments.
Littman and Ravi (2004) [35], presented self-healing over networks by injecting different
types of faults to a network during training using cost-sensitive fault remediation . In cost-
sensitive fault remediation, a decision maker is responsible for repairing a system when it
breaks down. To narrow down the source of the fault, the decision maker can perform a
test action, at some cost, and repair the fault if a repair action can be carried out.
Breitgand and Goldstein (2007) [13], in PANACEA: Towards a Self-healing Develop-
ment Framework, have presented a framework based on Java annotations to create and
build applications with self-healing, they define a simple language of annotations, obtaining
a run-time self-healing methodology and an interesting language.
Boesen and Madsen (2009) [10], presented the concept of a biological inspired reconfig-
urable hardware cell architecture which supports self-organization and self-healing. Model
defines self-healing obtained from self-organization. Architecture includes a design of hard-
ware, middleware and software.
Vassev and Hinchey (2007 [56], 2009 [55]), have proposed the Autonomic System Spec-
ification Language (ASSL). ASSL is a framework for formally specifying, validating and
generating autonomic systems. This paper presents concrete results on the use of ASSL to
specify a self-healing behavior model for NASA swarm-based exploration missions and to
generate an application skeleton of the same. They present the specification and experi-
ments with the generated code to demonstrate that ASSL generates operational code that
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is capable of self-management for the specified self-healing model. The system works by
sending messages from a worker just like heartbeats or messages with a diagnosis. Rong
Zhou and Ren Wei (2008) [63], presented a mechanism of self-healing for resource allo-
cation using Ant Colony Optimization. When a failure happens, a central coordinator
reassigns tasks via web services using ACO. The obtained results are good and scalable to
different kinds of problems.
1.1.2.4 Assessment of Autonomic Computing Models
Zhang, Wang and Liu (2008) [62], presented an evaluation model for autonomic software
based on the principles of software engineering (reliability, efficiency, maintainability, us-
ability, functionality and portability) related to the four key principles proposed by IBM
in the definition of autonomic computing (self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization
and self-protection). It also includes more focused metrics for autonomic systems such as
Quality of Service, granularity, degree of autonomy, adaptability, response times, sensitivity
and stabilization.
Hoi, Segal, Arnold and Whalley (2005) [15], introduced the concept of "trust" as a
measure in which a human administrator believes in an autonomic system. Two concepts
are defined: Instant Confidence Index (ITI), which defines an evaluation on a scale of three
levels of supervision: supervised where administrators define what happens with the sys-
tem and simply the autonomic system is an advisor (for each similar decision the trust is
increased), modified or partial trust where administrators evaluate the system-defined pa-
rameters and increase the trust for each decision unchanged, and total confidence in which
autonomic manager executes actions without supervision of the human administrator. The
decision to return to other operation modes is given by assessing the ITI. If the ITI is good
for a long term, system has an OTI overall trust index for the autonomic manager.
1.1.3 Challenges
Some challenges of autonomic computing are the following:
• Designing and verifying an autonomic system that captures the complexity of a real
system [32].
• Establishing mechanisms of monitoring and updating for a system as well as the life
cycle of an autonomic element [32].
• Locating functions and services offered by an autonomic element in an efficient man-
ner [32].
• Defining mechanisms for negotiation and communication between autonomic ele-
ments [38, 32, 31].
• Specifying goals for the autonomic system [32].
• Making an abstraction of behaviors in order to obtain emergent properties and global
behaviors from local actions [32, 7, 18].
• Abstracting and transforming knowledge of a human system administrator to an
autonomic manager [32, 31, 15].
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• Allocating resources in self-healing [4].
• Locating faults in the shortest possible time [25].
• Developing a virtual organization in an area where certain items may have certain
types of failures, and reducing the risk of large losses by getting a reconfiguration
that ensures the continuity of the system [37, 25].
• Generating potential learning of corrective actions [37, 25].
• Defining new emergent properties [38].
1.2 Language Games
A Language game is a sequence of local interactions between two agents (one speaker and
one hearer) situated in a specific environment [50]. Some language games allow agents to
identify objects in the environment using linguistic means and others allow the speaker to
obtain actions from the hearer. A basic naming language game could be defined in the
following six steps [51]:
• Making contact: Two agents are physically close and make contact one to another.
One assumes the role of speaker and the other will be the hearer.
• Topic identification: Each agent perceives the environment and identifies a set of
objects, which constitute the context. The speaker chooses one object from this
context and the listener is informed about it. the hearer identifies the object.
• Perception: Each agent takes the sensorial experience about the object in terms of
its features and choose relevant features that make the object different from others.
• Encoding: Speaker encodes the distinctive features in one expresion using the smallest
set of words as possible. Agent has a lexicon to acomplish that. Lexicon is a set of
word-meaning pairs where a meaning is a feature set.
• Decoding: Hearer decodes the expresion and reassembles the feature set covering
all the words. Words could have different meanings so different features could be
identified.
• Feedback: Hearer compares the decoded features with the features set that he was
expecting. If one of the distinctive set is equal to the decoded feature set, language
game ends in sucess and hearer gets a positive feedback. Otherwise, the game ends
in failure and the hearer signals failure.
1.3 Q-learning
Q-learning is a form of reinforcement learning free of domain. In Q-learning agents interact
with the environment and have sensors to decide on its state in the environment. When
agents take an action that modifies its state, the environment provides a reward (Algorithm
1) [58].
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If the rewards and the result of the actions are not deterministic, we have a probability
distribution for the reward from those which are sampled, and there is a probability for
the distribution for the next state. By this way we can control the uncertainty in the
environment due to external causes that we cannot control in the environment like the
failures. In this case algorithm maintains a running average (Eq 1.1):
Qˆ(st, at)← Qˆ(st, at) + η(rt+1 + γmaxαt+1Qˆ(st+1, at+1)− Qˆ(st, at)) (1.1)
Where, rt+1 + γmaxαt+1Qˆ(st+1, at+1)t+1 is taken as a sample of instances for each
(st, at) and makes Qˆ(st, at) to converge to its mean [2].
Algorithm 1 Q learning algorithm
1: Initialize all Q(s,a) arbitrally
2: For all episodes
3: Initiallize s
4: Repeat
5: Choose a using a policy derived from Q
6: Take action a, observe r and s
7: Update Q(s, a):
8: Q(s, a)← Q(s, a) + η(r + γmaxa′Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a))
9: s← s′
10: Until s is terminal state
1.4 Multiagent Environments
Cooperative behaviors between systems (environments, artificial worlds) of multiple agents
are a prominent research area. As shown Yannakakis [60], this task is difficult given the
definitions of the environment. Multiagent environments are dynamic, not deterministic
and agents have no knowledge of all environmental conditions. Saito, M and Hatanaka
presented search problems in which, agents look for a random target in a time interval using
macro and orders. They showed a mathematical background and proved the convergence
of their algorithm [46]. Polycarpou and Yang proposed an approach for cooperative search
of targets using computer simulation and distributed learning [40].
Swarm intelligence algorithms have been used for multi-agent search like Ant Colony
Optimization [48, 26, 49]. Some works are based on bayesian filters to predict density
functions and search objectives [59, 11, 12, 16] and other are based on agent communication
[3, 6].
1.4.1 Ant Colony Optimization
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is based on nature. Ants start moving randomly finding
food and returning to their nest laying down pheromone in the world. If an ant finds a
pheromone trail, it will follow such trail, returning and reinforcing it, if this ant eventually
find food.
Ant colony optimization is based on positive feedback, negative feedback and a time
scale. Positive feedback builds a solution using local solutions and keeping the good ones
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in a memory (world and the pheromone). Negative feedback (pheromone evaporation),
avoids premature convergence [59].
In ACO ants are modeled as agents. Each ant moves from a location a to another
location b based in a probability. For an ant k, the probability pkab of moving from a to
b depends the amount of pheromone deposited for transition from state a to b and the
a-priori knowledge (typically 1/dxy where d is the distance to the food). The ant moves
from a to b with a probability given by (Eq 1.2):
pkab =
(ταab)(η
β
ab)∑
u∈Jk(a)
(ταau)(η
β
au)
(1.2)
Where, ταab is the amount of pheromone deposited for the transition from state a to
b, α is a parameter to control the influence of the pheromone, η is the local information
(heuristic desirability to visit city b when in city a), β controls the influence of the local
information in the probability and Jk(a) is the set of locations that remain to be visited
by ant k positioned on location a.
The pheromone update is given by the amount of pheromone deposited for a state
transition (Eq. 1.3):
∆τkab =
{
Q/Lk if ant k uses a and b in the path
0 otherwise
(1.3)
Where Q is a heuristic parameter and Lk is the cost of the path (typically the length).
The pheromone decay rule is (Eq. 1.4):
τkab = (1− ρ)τkab + ∆τkab (1.4)
Where τkab is the amount of pheromone deposited for a state transition between a and
b and ρ is the pheromone evaporation coefficient.
1.4.1.1 Ant Colony System
Ant Colony System provides a balance between exploration of new states, exploration a-
priori and accumulated knowledge about the problem. ACS applies the global updating
rule only to states which belong to the best ant tour and updates the pheromone locally
while ants construct a solution [21].
ACS starts with m ants positioned on n cities chosen according to some initialization
rule (e.g., randomly). Each ant builds a tour (an ant located on node a chooses the city
b) by repeatedly applying a stochastic greedy rule (the state transition rule) given by (Eq.
1.5):
b =
arg maxu∈Jk(a){[τ(a, u)].[η(a, u)]
β} if q ≤ q0
B otherwise
(1.5)
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Where q is a random number uniformly distributed in [0, 1], q0 is a control parameter
(0 ≤ q0 ≤ 1), and B is a random variable selected according to the probability distribution
given in Eq. 1.2.
In ACS only the globally best ant (i.e., the ant which constructed the shortest tour from
the beginning of the trial) is allowed to deposit pheromone. Once all ants have terminated
their tour, the amount of pheromone on edges is modified again by applying the global
updating rule (Eqs. 1.6 and 1.7):
τ(a, b)← (1− α) · τ(a, b) + α ·∆τ(a, b) (1.6)
∆τ(a, b) =
{
(Lgb)
−1 if (a, b) ∈ global best tour
0 otherwise
(1.7)
0 < α < 1 is the pheromone decay parameter, and Lgb is the length of the globally best
tour from the beginning of the trial.
Ants also modify the amount of pheromone on the visited status by applying the local
updating rule while they are defining their tours:
τ(a, b)← (1− ρ) · τ(a, b) + ρ ·∆τ(a, b) (1.8)
Where 0 < ρ < 1 is a learning parameter.
Ants are guided by both heuristic information (they prefer to choose short edges),
and by pheromone information (An edge with a high amount of pheromone is a very
desirable choice). The pheromone updating rules are designed so that ants tend to give
more pheromone to edges which should be visited by ants.
1.5 Evolutionary Algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are optimization techniques based on the principles of nat-
ural evolution: reproduction, mutation, recombination, and selection [30]. Individuals in a
population represent candidate solutions, and the fitness function determines parameters
or rules for the survival of the individuals. The application of the principles of natural
evolution (as operators) allows the generation and evolution of new solutions.
EA such as Evolutionary Strategies (ES), and Genetic Algorithms (GA) have basically
the structure shown in algorithm 2. The major differences between them are the encoding
scheme used and the evolution mechanisms used into the method GENERATEPOPULA-
TION [29].
A parent selection strategy usually takes into account the fitness of the individuals and
compares it with the entire population for parent selection. Tournament and elitism are
selection strategies. The tournament strategy choose some number of individuals randomly
from a population (with or without replacement), select the best individual from this group
for further genetic processing, and repeat as often as desired (usually until the mating pool
is filled) [27]. In the elitism strategy the individuals are sorted by fitness and a proportion
of the best individuals (the elite percentage) are kept while the remaining individuals
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Algorithm 2 Evolutionary Algorithm [29]
1: EA( λ, terminationCondition )
2: t0 = 0
3: P0 = initPopulation(λ),
4: while( terminationCondition( t, Pt ) is false ) do
5: Pt+1 = GENERATEPOPULATION(Pt)
6: t = t+ 1
Where:
• λ is the number of individuals in the initial population, initPopulation is a method
that generates the individuals of the initial population.
• Pt is the population at iteration t.
• Pt+1 is a subset of individuals of Pt that is selected according to a global selection
strategy.
• GENERATEPOPULATION is a process that selects a subset of the population
(the parents population), applies a set of predefined genetic operators on it and
generates the offspring population.
• TerminationCondition is a predicate that defines when the EA has to end.
are chosen randomly with a probability proportional to their fitness. In this strategy a
proportion of the worst individuals is usually not used [29].
EAs with individuals of binary type, mainly use two binary genetic operators: single
point mutation and single point crossover. In the single bit mutation, one bit of the solution
part is randomly selected (with uniform distribution) and flipped. This genetic operator
always modifies the genome by changing only one single bit. In single point crossover, a
cutting point in the solution part is randomly selected. Parents are divided into two parts
(left and right) using such cutting point. The left part of one parent is combined with the
right part of the other one [28].
CHAPTER 2
Mechanism of Failure Diagnosis based on Language
Games and Q-learning
2.1 Introduction
The first section of this chapter presents the construction of a multiagent environment of
termites. Termites are running movement programs looking for objectives in a world that
has food points distributed in the space. An algorithm based on ACS evaluates and sets
the termites actions in the virtual world based on local perceptions of each agent.
The second section of this chapter introduces a failure system and a diagnosis mecha-
nism over the termites simulator. Termites are modeled as agents with a virtual machine
that execute instructions about motion and diagnosis. We design a simple failures system,
in which each action has a probability of error (termites have no knowledge about this
probability). If a random number is lesser than the failure probability, then the action will
not be executed by the termite. Agents also have the possibility to diagnose others; we
use language games and Q-learning to provide the diagnosis mechanism. Language games
involves local interactions between two agents (a speaker and a hearer), in an environment
with other agents, objects and situations [51].
Language game of diagnosis consists of one question about how to make an action, if
the speaker termite has a different result from the expected by the hearer, the question of
diagnosis is rewarded for the speaker and a voting parameter about failures is updated on
each hearer termite in a vector called belief vector of failures per each termite.
This chapter is organized in the following way: First, the termites world is described.
Then, it is presented how ACS, a failure system, language games and Q-learning are
modified and integrated to get a belief vector of failures per termite. Finally, we present
the experiments with ten (10) and twenty (20) termites, and one, three and five failures.
Results are organized in terms of the belief vector of failures and their relation to the vector
of failures, and also about distribution of questions of diagnosis in the termites.
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2.2 The Termites World
To obtain self-healing in the computational system based on termites, it is necessary to
design a virtual model of termites. The virtual model includes a virtual world of termites
and the design of them. In the construction of the virtual model the first task is to identify
agents and its capabilities. An agent is an object that has sensors, actuators and takes a
place in the world.
Termites are agents with the task of search food (only the worker breed will be mod-
eled). Termites (like ants) start moving randomly finding food and returning their nest
laying down pheromone in the world. If a termite finds the pheromone trail, it will follow
the trail, returning and reinforcing it if they eventually find food.
2.2.1 Sensors and Actuators
Termites have the following sensors (Figure 2.1):
• Pheromone sensors: indicates the pheromone values in its vicinity. Pheromone values
are represented as float values.
• Sensor of neighbors: indicates if a termite has neighbors in its vicinity.
• Seeking sensor: indicates if termite is looking for food.
• Carrying sensor: indicates if termite is carrying food.
• Messages sensor: indicates if there is a message on the current termite location and
the message. (Used in the diagnosis part of chapters 2 and 3).
Figure 2.1. Termites Sensors
Termites have actuators of motion and diagnosis. Termites have eight possible move-
ments: down, left, right, up, upleft, upright, downright and downleft. Also a termite can
send a message to a world location (Fig 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. Termites Actuators
2.2.2 World Design
World is a toroidal two-dimensional space, it has a size (width and length), a vector of
agents and other vector of targets (food). Two agents or elements of the world cannot
move to the same space, thus arguably agents have bodies. In this case, by simplicity, the
world invokes the method of operation of each agent thread, controls collisions and updates
the position of agents in the world. World has a memory states array that defines aspects
that give realism to the world, for example pheromone values (Table 2.1 shows the world
components).
Component Description
Agents vector Contains agents
Targets vector Contains targets locations
Memory states array Groups values and data types. It is useful for defin-
ing states of agents for the world. Used to control
collisions, color information of agents and data like
pheromone in the world.
Table 2.1. World Components
2.2.3 Termites Motion
Agents are termites that look for food, carry it, take it to the nest and continue searching
for more food using an algorithm based on Ant Colony System (ACS) [21]. The world
is a toroidal space initialized with a pheromone value of zero for the termite nest and all
termites start from this position with the simulation. Two points of food were defined with
a pheromone value of one and the other world positions have a pheromone value of 0.5.
Termites are represented as white squares if they are looking for food and blue squares if
they are carrying food (Fig 2.3).
Termites start making random movements when looking for food and when they finally
reach the food its color changes from white to blue and the pheromone production starts.
Pheromone values in vicinity of termite and the search status (seeking, carrying) are the
input of algorithm to select an action (Fig 2.1).
If termite is looking for food, the first direction with the less amount of pheromone
is chosen and if the termite is carrying food, the termite chooses the first direction with
more pheromone (greedy rule of Eq 1.5 with q0 = 1). If the termite reaches its nest, its
pheromone value is updated to 0, if the termite reaches a food point the pheromone of the
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Figure 2.3. Termites World
termite gets a value of 1. These rules makes that termites look for food, take it to the
nest and continue searching for more food.
When a termite moves in a direction, the pheromone of termites and world are updated
locally by Eqs 2.1 and 2.2 based on the global updating rule (Eq. 1.6) and the local
updating rule (Eq. 1.8):
tmt.ph = (tmt.ph+ 0.01 ∗ (0.5− tmt.ph)) (2.1)
wPos.ph = wPos.ph+ 0.01 ∗ (tmt.ph− wPos.ph) (2.2)
Where tmt.ph is the pheromone of the termite and wPos.ph is the pheromone in a
position of the world.
2.3 Diagnosis Mechanism
Termites are modeled as agents that look for food, carry the food to home and continue
searching for more using the movement algorithm presented in the last section. Each agent
executes a simple program that encapsulates the movement algorithm and the diagnosis
mechanism. The programs are executed line by line. A program example is presented in
Algorithm 3. SEEK and CARRY are simple instructions that execute the movement algo-
rithm and DIAGNOSE starts the diagnosis mechanism when a termite has another termite
as neighbor. IF instructions (IFSEEKING, IFCARRYING and IFHASNEIGBORS), execute the
next statement if sensors have true values (termite is seeking food, termite is carrying food
and termite has at least one neighbor respectively), otherwise the next statement is not
executed. GOTO statement, jumps to a line number within the source code and executes it.
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Algorithm 3 Program Example for Termites
1: IFSEEKING
2: SEEK
3: IFCARRYING
4: CARRY
5: IFHASNEIGHBORS
6: DIAGNOSE
7: GOTO 0
2.3.1 Failures Vector
A failure is defined as a probability associated with each actuator of movement by each
termite. When a termite executes a movement instruction, a random number in the in-
terval [0,1] is generated. If the random number is greater than the failure probability, the
instruction is executed. For example, a termite with a failure vector as the Table 2.2 cannot
execute the Left movement. Termites have no knowledge about this failure vector.
Action Error Probability
Down 0
Left 1
Right 0
Up 0
UpLeft 0
UpRight 0
DownLeft 0
DownRight 0
Table 2.2. Failure Vector for a Termite
2.3.2 Diagnosis based on Language Games
A Language game is a sequence of local interactions between two agents (a speaker and
a hearer) located in a specific environment [50]. Some language games allow agents to
identify objects in the environment using linguistic means and others allow the speaker to
obtain actions from the hearer [51].
Some ideas of language games were taken to design the mechanism of diagnosis for the
programs [51]. A termite can send messages to a world location, if there is a termite in
this place and the termites are neighbors. A diagnosis is started if a termite receives a
message in its current position. This termite has to remain at this location, to clean the
message from the world location and to reply the message. The diagnosis is encapsulated in
the DIAGNOSE instruction in the termites program and was modified following the process
below (Diagnose instructions are defined on Table 2.3):
• Making contact: Two agents are physically close and make contact one to another.
One assumes the role of speaker and the other will be the hearer.
• Diagnose: The speaker chooses one action from its vector of diagnosis (using Q-
learning) and the hearer is informed about it using the ACT instruction.
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• Action: The hearer does the action, in this case it makes a movement in the world,
and reports the result of the action to the speaker using the DONE instruction.
• Feedback: The speaker computes the result of the action and compares its result
with the final position that it was expecting. If the result is the same, the diagnosis
ends in failure (it does not discover a possible failure), the hearer gets a negative vote
and the question of diagnosis is punished. Otherwise, the hearer receives a positive
vote and the diagnose question is rewarded.
Instruction (syntax) Definition
ACT (ACT-action,posX,posY) Indicates to the hearer to do an action
and the position of the speaker (posX,
PosY)
DONE (DONE-result,posX, PosY) Indicates to the speaker that the ac-
tion is done and the result of the ac-
tion. If result is true the action was
realized. The current position of the
hearer is (PosX, PosY)
DIAGNOSE (DIAGNOSE-result-
action-posX,posY)
Indicates to hearer the result of a diag-
nostic for the action and the position
of the hearer (PosX, PosY).
Table 2.3. Diagnose Instructions
2.3.3 Voting Mechanism
Each termite has a vector called belief vector of failures that stores the voting of all the
neighbors that have done a diagnosis to a termite. If an error is found in the diagnosis
process, a value of 1 is added for this action, otherwise a value of -1 is subtracted (no
failure found). Table 2.4, shows a voting of 20 for an error in the Left movement, 40 on
the Up movement and one (1) negative vote for the UpRight movement.
Action Votes about failures
Down 0
Left 20
Right 0
Up 40
UpLeft 0
UpRight -1
DownLeft 0
DownRight 0
Table 2.4. Belief Vector of Failures for a Termite
2.3.4 Q-learning and Questions of Diagnosis
A vector of diagnosis stores the questions of diagnosis about actions and weights associated
with each action. Q-learning is used to optimize the questions of diagnosis. Each question
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of diagnosis has an initial weight of 1/#actions. If the speaker's results do not match
with the hearer's, the question of diagnosis about this action receives a reward, otherwise
the question receives a punishment. Agent's goal is to maximize their total reward. The
question of diagnosis with the greatest value is chosen. If more than one question has the
same greatest value, the first question is chosen.
Based on Eq 1.1, we have the following reward in case of diagnose a failure:
d[act] = d[act] + η ∗ (reward+ γ ∗Maxi(d[i])− d[act]) (2.3)
If a failure is not found, we have the following punishment for the action:
d[act] = d[act]− η ∗ (reward+ γ ∗Maxi(d[i])− d[act]) (2.4)
Where:
• d is the vector of weights about diagnosis questions.
• act is the selected action for the diagnosis.
• η is the learning rate (0 < α < 1).
• reward is the reward for take the action.
• γ is the discount factor for the maximum of the weights.
2.4 Experiments and Results
We define a virtual world of 43x25 and each agent and objective has a size of 1x1, a learning
rate η = 0.01, γ = 0.06, and a reward = 1. Each question of diagnosis have an initial
weight of 1/#actions = 0.125. We have a population of ten (10) termites with one, two,
three and five failures in different actuators of movement and twenty (20) termites with
five failures. For this experiment we define a failure probability of one (1) and a final
experiment with random probabilities. The simulation were designed in such a way that
after 50 diagnoses per termite we generate a report about its belief vector of failures and
each 100 diagnoses that a termite execute as speaker, we store its weights for the questions
of diagnosis. In this case we have that all termites have the same values for the failures
vector.
2.4.1 Experiments with a Population size of ten (10) Termites
By simplicity, we start with one failure with a probability of one (1) in the UpLeft move-
ment. For 1000 records generated (50000 diagnoses received by the termites), we have a
voting for the ten termites with a value of one (1) that is the same for the action with
the failure. For sensors without failures very few questions of diagnosis are generated by
the time, because we have low values for this actuators in the belief vector of failures.
After the record 130 we have a 0.9 for this failure and a value near to zero for the other
actuators in the questions of diagnosis vector. The question of diagnosis vector presents
information about which termites are working in which action. In this case the ten termites
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were specialized in the diagnosis of the UpLeft action (Table 2.5). Values in this table are
obtaining by the mean of the belief vector of failures for the ten termites.
# failures = 1
Action V F MV C ± desv Term. Spec
RIGHT 0 −0, 01228± 0, 0732 0
DOWNRIGHT 0 −0, 00096± 0, 0184 0
DOWN 0 −0, 00556± 0, 0264 0
DOWNLEFT 0 −0, 01722± 0, 05319 0
LEFT 0 −0, 01728± 0, 06264 0
UPLEFT 1 0, 90908± 0, 24601 10
UP 0 −0, 01054± 0, 0406 0
UPRIGHT 0 −0, 00644± 0, 0324 0
VF = failures vector, MVC = mean and std dev for the belief vector of failures, Term. Spec = #
of termites specialized in a failure
Table 2.5. Results for ten Termites and one Failure
For three failures we have 717 records (35850 diagnoses received by the termites), the
three types of failures are predicted and detected. Again, actions without failures receive
only a few questions of diagnosis and they get a voting with tendency to be zero. Each
termite is speciallized in a different kind of failure (three termites were specialized to
diagnose the Right action, four termites were specialized to diagnose the DownLeft action
and three were speciallized in the Upleft action), this allows the system to diagnose more
than one type of failure in an emergent way (Table 2.6).
# failures = 3
Actions V F MV C ± desv Term. Spec
RIGHT 1 0, 31525± 0.1266 3
DOWNRIGHT 0 −0, 000128± 0, 00094 0
DOWN 0 0± 0 0
DOWNLEFT 1 0, 45448± 0, 0906 4
LEFT 0 −0, 000259± 0, 00131 0
UPLEFT 1 0, 22948± 0, 1010 3
UP 0 −0, 00025± 0, 0013 0
UPRIGHT 0 −0, 0001283± 0, 00094 0
VF = failures vector, MVC = mean and std dev for the belief vector of failures, Term. Spec = #
of termites specialized in a failure
Table 2.6. Results for ten Termites and three Failures
For five failures we have 855 records (42750 diagnoses), if we observe the votings, three
of the five types of failure are detected. We observe values that tends to be zero for actions
without failures (Table 2.7).
2.4.2 Experiments with a Population size of twenty (20) Termites
For 20 termites and five failures, the five failures are detected and negative values are close
to zero for actions without failures. We have 1166 records (58300 diagnoses see Table 2.8).
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# failures = 5
Action V F MV C ± desv Term. Spec
RIGHT 1 0, 59847± 0, 20391 6
DOWNRIGHT 0 −0, 00049± 0, 0020 0
DOWN 1 0, 28542± 0, 1796 3
DOWNLEFT 1 0± 0 0
LEFT 0 −0, 000107± 0, 0008 0
UPLEFT 1 0± 0 0
UP 0 −0, 00036± 0, 0014 0
UPRIGHT 1 0, 11513± 0, 10298 1
VF = failures vector, MVC = mean and std dev for the belief vector of failures, Term. Spec = #
of termites specialized in a failure
Table 2.7. Results for ten Termites and five Failures
# failures = 5
Action V F MV C ± desv Term. Spec
RIGHT 1 0, 3593± 0, 1318 8
DOWNRIGHT 0 0± 0 0
DOWN 1 0, 13886± 0, 1388 3
DOWNLEFT 1 0, 2377± 0, 1080 4
LEFT 0 −0, 000637± 0, 00302 0
UPLEFT 1 0, 2028± 0.0, 11555 4
UP 0 −0, 000571± 0, 00291 0
UPRIGHT 1 0, 05995± 0, 06506 1
VF = failures vector, MVC = mean and std dev for the belief vector of failures, Term. Spec = #
of termites specialized in a failure
Table 2.8. Results for 20 Termites and five Failures
2.4.3 Modeling Failures with Probabilities
For this experiment all movements have a failure probability. We have a population of 20
termites and 1614 records (80700 diagnoses). The diagnoses were concentrated in the two
actions with the highest failure probability. Negative values in the diagnosis vector were
for failures with probabilities less than or equal to 0.3. At the end of the simulation the
20 termites were working on the Up action (Table 2.9).
2.5 Summary
It has been shown the design of a simulated environment for termites (agents). By mod-
eling the system for each termite to act in a local level, we can model different types
of simulations over the termites. Our model allows dynamic changes to the world like
pheromone distribution, size of the world, nest and food location, etc.
This chapter presented a mechanism of failure diagnosis in a multi-agent environment of
termites looking for food. The failure system is defined based on the probability that each
termite (agent) has of executing a movement instruction. By using language games con-
cepts and a version of the Q-learning algorithm, termites diagnose failures with the highest
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#failures = 5
Action V F MV C ± desv Term. Spec
RIGHT 0, 001 −0, 01863± 0, 018 0
DOWNRIGHT 0, 010 −0, 00140± 0, 0033 0
DOWN 0, 1 −0, 00180± 0, 0040 0
DOWNLEFT 0, 3 −0, 00049± 0, 0046 0
LEFT 0, 001 −0, 00190± 0, 0068 0
UPLEFT 0, 2 −0, 00210± 0, 00497 0
UP 0, 999 0, 96445± 0, 02521 20
UPRIGHT 0, 6 0, 0035± 0, 00491 0
VF = failures vector, MVC = mean and std dev for the belief vector of failures, Term. Spec = #
of termites specialized in a failure
Table 2.9. Results for 20 Termites and five Failures with Probabilities
failure probabilities. Termites also have enough information to determine which movement
instruction is failing based on a simple voting system that is the result of language games
of diagnosis. We test the proposed diagnosis mechanism on virtual worlds with 10 and 20
termites each one with 1, 3 and 5 failures. Our results show that the proposed approach is
able to, from local interactions, to build a set of very specific diagnosis questions, allowing
the system to diagnose more than one type of failure at the same time, while the accounted
number of diagnosis questions for instructions with low failure probability is reduced.
A system based on language games and Q-learning that diagnoses failures in an efficient
way, using local interactions and a learning algorithm was presented. Each termite is able to
identify its own failures given the diagnosis of others. Local interactions in the mechanism
of diagnosis allow system to be specialized in the detection of more than a failure at the
same time. If a failure has a higher probability than other, Q-learning will give a reward to
this question of diagnosis, the voting for this action will be increased on the belief vector of
failures and questions about actions with the lowest probability will decrease significantly.
Some contents of the section "The Termites World" were published in an article entitled
"Algoritmo Evolutivo basado en Reglas Locales para Resolución de Objetivos sobre Agentes
en un Entorno Simulado" (in english "An Evolutionary Algorithm based on Local Rules for
Targets Resolution over Agents in a Simulated Environment") in the journal Avances en
Sistemas e Informática [41]. The mechanism of diagnosis in this chapter was published in
another paper entitled "A Mechanism of Failure Diagnosis based on Language Games and
Q-learning over a Termites Simulator" in the proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary
Computation Conference GECCO 2011 [44].
CHAPTER 3
Programs Self-Healing
3.1 Introduction
Self-healing is based on the ability to detect software and hardware components that are
failing. System must detect failures in components and then, replace, eliminate or repair
them without disrupting the system operation.
An important challenge of self-healing is to develop a virtual organization in an area
where certain items may have certain types of failures, and reduce the risk of large losses
by getting a reconfiguration that ensures the continuity of the system and the potential
generation of learning about corrective actions [37, 25].
Swarms have self-organization that makes them interesting. Considering that from self-
organization it can be obtained self-administration like an emergent property [7], not only
it is possible to obtain self-administration but also self-healing. Thus, self-healing is studied
from a perspective of artificial life that is based on the emergency and self-organization
ideas, with many elements that interact with others through local rules. A synthetic
approach is adopted, in which, behaviors are understood throughout the construction of
the same ones, using computer simulations [34].
In this chapter, a failure system and a self-healing mechanism for the termites programs
are introduced. Termites are modeled as agents with a virtual machine that execute in-
structions about motion and diagnosis (see chapter 2 for details). A failure is defined as a
bad copy of a base program of a termite. Agents also diagnose others using language games
and Q-learning. The language game of diagnosis in this chapter consists of one question
about the programs of the termites; if the hearer termite does not have the code line that
the speaker is expecting, the speaker rewards the diagnosis question. After recognizing the
error, a voting parameter about failures is updated on each hearer termite, using a vector
called belief vector of failures per each termite.
The first part of this chapter describes the termite programs. The second part deals
with the failure system, the diagnosis mechanism and the self-healing mechanism. Finally,
experiments with 100 and 200 termites are performed each one with 10, 30, 50 and 70
percent of the sick termites at the beginning. Results are organized in terms of sick
termites and termites that were healed.
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3.2 The Termite Programs
Each agent has a simple program, which is executed line by line, that encapsulates the
movement algorithm and the mechanism of diagnosis based on language games presented
in chapter 2. Each program is a vector of binary values that represent the sensations and
actions to be performed by the termite. The base program of termites is exposed in Table
3.1. sSeek is a sensor that indicates if the termites are looking for food, sCarry indicates if
the termites are carrying the food and sNeigh indicates if termites have only one neighbor.
Neighbor and pheromone sensors are defined in the Moore neighborhood r = 1 with
center in the termite location. acSeek and acCarry are simple instructions that execute
the Ant Colony System algorithm and acDiag starts a diagnosis. The first instruction of
the base program (Table 3.1), is generated based on the rule: "if the termite is looking for
food and the termite does not have one neighbor, then the termite has to look for food".
sSeek sCarry sNeigh acSeek acCarry acDiag
1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0
Table 3.1. Termite Base Program
Each termite has an interpreter for its program. The interpreter takes each line of
code and compares it with the perception of each sensor. If the line of code matches the
perceptions, then the action indicated in the code line is performed. If more than one
action is specified, the interpreter returns the action with the greatest priority. Priority is
defined in the following order: acSeek > acCarry > acDiag.
Program failures are simulated as bad coding from the beginning. Each termite has a
variation of the program that the "queen" has (the base program). The programs are copied
with a failure probability, it means not all termites will have programs with failures. For
example, a failure probability of 0.1 means that approximately the 10% of the population
has a failure.
A failure is a change in a random bit of the code per termite, so each termite has a
different failure and it makes that the termites act in unexpected ways (Fig 3.1).
3.3 Diagnosis Mechanism
A termite can send messages to a world location, if there is a termite in this place and
the termites are neighbors. A diagnosis is started if a termite receives a message in its
current position. This termite has to remain at this location, to clean the message from
the world location and to reply the message. The diagnosis is encapsulated in the acDiag
instruction in the termites program and was modified following the process below (Diagnose
instructions are defined on Table 3.2):
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Figure 3.1. Failure Selection for two Termites
• Making contact: Two agents are physically close and make contact with each another.
One assumes the role of speaker and the other is the hearer.
• Start Diagnosis: The speaker chooses one line from its program (using Q-learning)
and sends the codeline to the hearer using the RUNINSTR instruction.
• Action: The hearer reviews its program, in this case compares its code with the line
of code given by the speaker, and reports weather its program has this instruction of
not (INSTRRES instruction). If the hearer does not have this line, the code line and
a vote are added to a vector of possible code lines.
• Feedback: If the hearer has this instruction, the diagnosis ends in failure (it does
not discover a possible failure), the question of diagnosis about this line is punished
using Q-learning. Otherwise, the hearer receives a positive vote for this code line,
and the diagnose question is rewarded using Q-learning.
Q-learning [58], is used to optimize the questions of diagnosis. There are questions of
diagnosis about each code line per agent and weights associated with each code line which
are stored in a vector of diagnosis questions.
If an error is detected (the hearer does not have the speaker's line), the question of
diagnosis about this line of code receives a reward and otherwise the question receives
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Instruction(syntax) Definition
RUNINSTR (RUNINSTR-
codeline,x, y)
Indicates to the hearer a code
line of the program from the
speaker codeline and the posi-
tion of the speaker (x, y)
INSTRRES (INSTRRES-
result,x, y)
Indicates to the speaker if the
hearer has the codeline or not
and the current position of the
hearer (x,y)
Table 3.2. Diagnosis Instructions
a punishment. The goal of the agents in Q-learning is to maximize their total reward
[2]. Questions of diagnosis with the greatest value are selected; if there is more than one
question with the same greatest value, we choose the first one in the diagnosis vector.
The following equation is the reward when a failure is diagnosed:
d[c] = d[c] + η ∗ (r + γ ∗Maxi(d[i])− d[c]) (3.1)
If a failure is not found, the following punishment for the question of diagnosis is given:
d[c] = d[c]− η ∗ (r + γ ∗Maxi(d[i])− d[c]) (3.2)
Where:
• d is the vector of weights about diagnosis questions.
• c is the selected codeline for the diagnosis.
• η is the learning rate (0 < α < 1).
• r is the reward for taking the action.
• γ is the discount factor for the maximum of the weights.
Each termite has a vector called belief vector of failures which stores the feedback of
the diagnosis based on language games (a vote is added if the hearer does not have the
code line that the speaker indicated). In this case, a value of 1 is added for this line of
code if it belongs to the vector, otherwise the code line is added to this vector with a vote
equal to 1. Table 3.3, shows four votes for the code line 100100, and three votes for the
line 101011.
codeline votes
100100 4
101011 3
Table 3.3. Belief Vector of Failures for a Termite
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3.4 Self-healing
Self-healing is defined using some concepts of evolutionary algorithms. Evolutionary al-
gorithms (EA) are optimization techniques based on the principles of natural evolution
[30]. First, a threshold was defined for the code lines in the belief vector of failures. If
a code line of the belief vector of failures reaches this threshold (five votes in this case),
it is introduced in a random position of the termite program, instead of adding another
line. It could be considered like an operator of an EA. When this operator is applied, the
introduced code line and its votes are removed from the belief about failures vector of this
termite and the termite will disable the diagnosis instruction (Termite is sick so it cannot
diagnose others), which is useful for avoiding failure propagation (Fig 3.2).
Figure 3.2. Self-healing Process
3.5 Dynamic of the Process
Each termite gets their programs from the queen (base program). The base program is
copied to all the termites and some termites of the population get bad copies of their
programs (see failures definition section to get details). Some termites will be healthy and
others will be sick and will act in unexpected ways. After that, the termites load and
execute their programs. Thanks to the program, the termites know that they must look
for food, carry food or make diagnostics.
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Sick termites can diagnose healthy termites, so if a healthy termite receives bad diag-
nosis from sick termites (reach the threshold of the belief vector of failures), a code line of
the healthy termite would be replaced and the healthy termite can get sick (see Self-healing
section to get details) and disable its diagnosis instruction. In the same way a sick termite
that is diagnosed by healthy termites, change their code, disable their diagnose instruction
to avoid failure propagation and can be healed. With the time, the self-healing mechanism
of programs avoid failure propagation and to induce changes in the lines of code of the sick
termites decreasing disease.
3.6 Experiments and Results
A virtual world was defined and each agent and food point were given a size of 1x1. For
the Q-learning equations (Eqs 3.1 and 3.2) the following parameters were set: η = 0.01,
γ = 0.06, and a r = 1. Each question of diagnosis has an initial weight of 1/codelines.
There was a population of 100 and 200 termites with 0.1, 0.5 and 0.7 as the probability of
failure (pf) in the program for the population at startup (see the faiures definition section
for details). Code to validate if a program has been healed was introduced, but the agents
have no knowledge about it.
Each experiment was performed 30 times, with 100000 iterations (movements per ter-
mite) per experiment. Data in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 presents the mean and the standard
deviation of the experiments in terms of:
• PF = probability of Failure
• TS = Termites Sick at the Beginning are the termites that get sick by bad copy of
their programs.
• TSBD = Termites Sick by Bad Diagnosis are the termites that get infected by bad
diagnosis.
• TH = Termites Healed are termites which changed their code and got a code with
the same instructions of the base program.
• TSDS = Termites Sick During Simulation are all the termites that got sick during
the simulation (TS+TSBD).
• TSAS = Termites Sick After Simulation (TSDS - TH).
PF TS TSBD TH TSAS
0.1 9.76± 2.31 7.13± 4.59 16.4± 5.92 0.5± 0.68
0.3 30.2± 4.32 18.6± 5.44 42.43± 5.70 6.4± 4.07
0.5 49.6± 7.43 24.23± 6.60 47.06± 7.89 26.7± 6.14
0.7 68.5± 10.02 20.1± 5.89 20, 2± 11.34 68.4± 13.92
PF = probability of Failure, TS = Termites Sick at the Beginning, TSBD = Termites Sick by
Bad Diagnosis, TH = Termites Healed, TSAS = Termites Sick After Simulation
Table 3.4. Experiments with 100 termites
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PF TS TSBD TH TSAS
0.1 20.26± 4.64 9.63± 5.54 29.26± 7.89 0.63± 1.12
0.3 57.30± 7.42 27.53± 9.37 72.53± 8.67 12.30± 8.73
0.5 97.87± 15.24 53.43± 9.86 97.70± 15.59 53.60± 24.23
0.7 134.97± 9.52 32.27± 8.03 48.17± 13.52 119.07± 23.72
PF = probability of Failure, TS = Termites Sick at the Beginning, TSBD = Termites Sick by
Bad Diagnosis, TH = Termites Healed, TSAS = Termites Sick After Simulation
Table 3.5. Experiments with 200 termites
To determine if the algorithm is efficient, a t-test for related samples was performed
with the following hypothesis. Results are organized in terms of total sick termites that got
sick during the simulation (TSDS) and termites sick at the end of the simulation (TSAS):
• Ho : the mean of the termites that got sick during the simulation TSDS (TSDS =
TS+TSBD) is equal to the mean of sick termites at the end of the simulation TSAS
(TSAS = TSDS − TH).
• Ha : the mean of the total of termites sick > the mean of the termites sick at the
end of the simulations (TSDS > TSAS).
A value of α = .05 is selected for the tests (this value is the most used in social sciences),
this means that five times out of a hundred a statistically significant difference between
the means is found even if there was none.
For experiments with 100 termites, the means showed a difference between the termites
sick during the simulation and the termites sick at the end of the simulation (Tables 3.6 and
3.8). The difference between the means is 15.467, the value of t is 14.096 for experiments
with 0.1 as the failure probability. In the experiments with 100 and 0.3 of failure probability
the difference between the means is 42.433, the value of t is 40.750. With 100 and 0.5 of
failure probability the difference between the means is 47.067, the value of t is 32.651. For
0.7 we have a difference between means of 20.233 and a t value of 9.773. For 100 termites
and pf = 0.1, Table 3.7 presents a sig value greater than .05 but the Paired Samples Test of
Table 3.8 reveal a statistically reliable difference between the means. The null hypothesis
is rejected in all cases, so the algorithm is efficient for the 100 termites and pf (0.1, 0.3,
0.5, 0.7) (Table 3.8).
Pf Mean Std. Deviation. Std. Error mean
0.1 TSDS 16.167 5.977 1.091
TSAS .70 .952 .174
0.3 TSDS 48.833 7.368 1.345
TSAS 6.40 3.490 .637
0.5 TSDS 73.833 10.952 1.999
TSAS 26.77 15.542 2.838
0.7 TSDS 88.633 7.513 1.372
TSAS 68.40 13.922 2.542
Table 3.6. Paired Samples Statistics (100 termites, N = 30)
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Pf Correlation Sig
0.1 .045 .812
0.3 .660 .000
0.5 .879 .000
0.7 .582 .001
Table 3.7. Paired Samples Correlations between TSDS and TSAS (100 termites, N = 30)
Paired Differences pf = 0.1
Std. Std. Error
Mean Deviation Mean
TSDS- 15.467 6.010 1.097
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 13.223
pf = 0.1 Interval for the diference Upper 17.711
t df sig
14.096 29 .000
Paired Differences pf = 0.3
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 42.433 5.704 1.041
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 40.304
pf = 0.3 Interval for the diference Upper 44.563
t df sig
40.750 29 .000
Paired Differences pf=0.5
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 47.067 7.896 1.442
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 44.118
pf = 0.5 Interval for the diference Upper 50.015
t df sig
32.651 29 .000
Paired Differences pf = 0.7
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 20.233 11.340 2.070
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 15.999
pf = 0.7 Interval for the diference Upper 24.468
t df sig
9.773 29 .000
Table 3.8. Paired Samples Test (100 termites)
For experiments with 200 termites, the means also showed a difference between the
termites sick during the simulation and the termites sick at the end of the simulation.
For pf = 0.1 the difference between the means is 29.266, the value of t is 20.314. In the
experiments with pf = 0.3 the difference between the means is 75.533, the value of t is
45.848. With pf = 0.5 of failure probability the difference between the means is 97.700,
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the value of t is 34.325. For pf = 0.7 we have a difference between means of 48.167 and
a t value of 19.518. The null hypothesis is rejected in all cases, so the algorithm also is
efficient for 200 termites and pf (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7) (Tables 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11).
Pf mean Std. Deviation. Std. Error mean
0.1 TSDS 29.9 8.442 1.541
0.1 TSAS .633 1.129 .206
0.3 TSDS 84.833 13.774 2.515
0.3 TSAS 12.30 8.730 1.594
0.5 TSDS 151.300 17.542 3.203
0.5 TSAS 53.60 24.234 4.424
0.7 TSDS 167.233 13.566 2.477
0.7 TSAS 119.07 23.718 4.330
Table 3.9. Paired Samples Statistics (200 termites, N = 30)
Pf Correlation Sig
0.1 .539 .002
0.3 .794 .000
0.5 .767 .000
0.7 .876 .000
Table 3.10. Paired Samples Correlations between TSDS and TSAS (200 termites, N = 30)
3.7 Results Analysis
A mechanism of programs self-healing based on language games, Q-learning and evolution-
ary computing was presented. The system diagnoses and heals failures in an efficient way
even with a 70% of the sick population. We observed that each termite is able to identify
its own failures based on the diagnosis given by others.
Local interactions in the mechanism of diagnosis allow system to be specialized in the
detection of more than a failure at the same time even if the failure is different per termite.
By running the simulation, it was observed that some sick termites caused bad diagnosis,
which induced failures in other termites. However, the rule that states that a termite
cannot diagnose other if a failure is detected (votes threshold = five), makes that after
some iterations, the termites stop propagating the failure and the population continues
evolving their code until programs are recovered and the number of programs that were
bad is reduced (Tables 3.4 and 3.5).
In all the experiments performed, the mean of the termites sick during the simulation
(TSDS) is greater than the mean of the termites sick at the end of the simulation (TSAS)
(Tables 3.8 and 3.11), so the null hypothesis (Ho : the mean of the termites that got sick
during the simulation is equal to the mean of sick termites at the end of the simulation)
is rejected given the statistical analysis. With the time, the self-healing mechanism avoids
failure propagation and induces changes in the lines of code of the sick termites obtaining
less sick termites that the termites sick during the simulation. In this way, self-healing is
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an emergent property that arises from local interactions between termites (diagnosis based
on language games).
Paired Differences pf = 0.1
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 29.266 7.891 1.441
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 26.320
pf = 0.1 Interval for the diference Upper 32.213
t df sig
20.314 29 .000
Paired Differences pf = 0.3
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 72.533 8.665 1.582
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 69.298
pf = 0.3 Interval for the diference Upper 75.769
t df sig
45.848 29 .000
Paired Differences pf=0.5
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 97.700 15.589 2.846
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 91.879
pf = 0.5 Interval for the diference Upper 103.521
t df sig
34.325 29 .000
Paired Differences pf = 0.7
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 48.167 13.516 2.468
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 43.120
pf = 0.7 Interval for the diference Upper 53.214
t df sig
19.518 29 .000
Table 3.11. Paired Samples Test (200 termites)
3.8 Summary
This chapter presented a mechanism of programs self-healing in an environment of agents
looking for food. The failure system is defined based on initial failures that each agent
(termite) has on their programs. By using language games concepts and the Q-learning
algorithm, termites diagnose failures on their programs. Termites also have enough infor-
mation to determine if their programs are failing based on a simple voting system. The
proposed self-healing mechanism was tested on virtual worlds with 100 and 200 termites
and a different failure per termite. Experimental results, show that the proposed approach
is able from local interactions to diagnose more than one type of failure at the same time,
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while the accounted number of diagnosis questions for instructions with low failure proba-
bility is reduced. By using the voting system and storing a ranking of possible missing code
lines, mutations are induced on the code and the system is able to recover the programs.
This chapter was published as a paper entitled "Programs Self-Healing over a Termites
Simulator based on Language Games and Evolutionary Computing" in the proceedings of
the European Conference on the Synthesis and Simulation of Living Systems ECAL 2011
[42].
CHAPTER 4
Food Production of the Swarm and Algorithm
Improvements
4.1 Introduction
Last chapter presented a mechanism to obtain self-healing in termite swarms with different
types of failures while termites are performing their job. In this chapter, food production
is measured and some changes to the self-healing mechanism for programs are introduced
to increase swarm productivity.
This chapter is organized in the following way: first section shows how the swarm food
production is reduced while sick population incresases (all this metrics are taken with the
diagnosis instruction of chapter 3). The second section deals with the addition of rules to
improve swarm performance: a rule that allows the termites to diagnose again and another
to locate the code line with the failure. Experiments are performed with 100 and 200
termites and a 10, 30, 50 and 70 percent of population with failures from the beginning.
Results are organized in terms of food production.
4.2 Failures and Food Production
Food production is measured for 10, 30, 50 and 70 percent of the population sick (pf=0.1,
0.3, 0.5 and 0.7), 100.000 iterations per experiment and 30 executions by experiment (Table
4.1). The base program of termites is taken from chapter 3 without the self-healing part
(only diagnosis mode).
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Food Production
PF /Pop Size 100 200
0 881.66± 228.465 1314.8± 213.047
0.1 967.433± 196.561 1572.9± 227.290
0.3 761.433± 161.0544 1296.6± 185.305
0.5 647.533± 95.699 1010.966± 145.192
0.7 565.3± 125.529 886.466± 139.17
Table 4.1. Food Production for 100 and 200 Termites
Figure 4.1. Food Production 100 Termites (only Diagnosis)
Figure 4.2. Food Production for 200 Termites (only Diagnosis)
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Swarm productivity is reduced while the number of sick termites is increased. It is
observed that food production with 10% of sick termites is greater that the production of
the swarm without failures (Table 4.1, Figs 4.1 and 4.2).
4.3 Food Production and Self-healing
In these experiments, it was intended to obtain self-healing and also to increase the swarm
food production in the same execution per experiment. Parameters of chapter 3 were
set: For Q-learning equations (Eqs 3.1 and 3.2) a learning rate η = 0.01, γ = 0.06, and
a reward = 1 were used. Each diagnosis question has an initial weight of 1/codelines.
Population sizes are 100 and 200 termites with pf=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and a threshold of 5
votes is defined to execute self-healing actions.
Each experiment was performed 30 times, with 100000 iterations (movements per ter-
mite) per experiment. Data in Figs 4.3, 4.4 and Table 4.2 present the mean and the
standard deviation of the swarm food production with only diagnosis versus food produc-
tion with self-healing.
The mean of the food produced by the swarm with self-healing is greater than the mean
of the food production of the swarm without self-healing only for 100 termites and pf=0.1,
and for 200 termites and pf=0.1 and 0.3. In the other experiments healing process seems
take some time and swarm productivity is reduced (Table 4.2).
Figure 4.3. Food Production for 100 Termites (only Diagnosis vs Self-Healing)
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Figure 4.4. Food Production for 200 Termites (only Diagnosis vs Self-Healing)
Pop Size PF Only Diagnosis With Healing
0.1 967.433± 196.561 982.5± 280.733
100 0.3 761.4333± 161.054 722.233± 136
0.5 647.533± 95.7 495.8± 137.496
0.7 565.3± 125.529 264.0666± 125.529
0.1 1304.566± 219.369 1807.633± 263.495
200 0.3 1296.600± 188.474 1518.933± 239.537
0.5 1023.500± 155.022 878.567± 261.140
0.7 886.467± 141.551 441.033± 134.550
Table 4.2. Food Production with a Threshold of 5 Votes
4.4 Increasing Self-healing Capabilities
Changes are introduced to the self-healing algorithm of chapter 3 to achieve more food
production: first a reduction in the voting threshold of the belief vector of failures (termites
more persuasive) and a re-diagnose rule for termites are added. Also a message to locate
the source of the failure is added.
4.4.1 More Persuasive Termites: Threshold of three (3) Votes for the
Belief Vector of Failures
By running the simulations, it is observed that termites take some time to repair their code.
The threshold defined for the belief vector of failures is reduced for the next experiments
to three votes; it means that if a termite gets three votes about a possible missing line of
code the termite is going to execute the healing actions.
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A new rule is added: if a termite feels good for a long time (termite does not receive
any negative vote about a missing code line for RDR times), the termite reactivates its
ability to diagnose others. Experiments with the new rule were executed for 100 termites
(pf=0.1, 0.3, 0.7), and 200 termites (pf=0.5, 0.7). For this experiments a value of RDR=50
is taken, which means that if a termite gets 50 consecutive good diagnosis (termite is not
sick), then the termite can diagnose again.
Pop Size PF Only Diagnosis With Healing
100 0.3 761.433± 161.054 736.9± 134.442
0.5 647.533± 95.7 637.5± 198.871
0.7 565.3± 125.529 278.733± 74.709
200 0.5 1023.500± 155.022 1281.600± 141.551
0.7 886.467± 141.551 701.7666± 286.336
Table 4.3. Food Production with a Threshold of 3 votes and RDR=50
Food production is increased for 100 termites regarding to the experiments with a
voting threshold of 5, but the mean of food is less than the mean of the experiments
without self-healing and the standard deviation is increased (Fig 4.5, Table 4.3).
Figure 4.5. Food Production for 100 Termites (only Diagnosis vs Self-Healing - Threshold: 3
votes)
Food production is increased for 200 termites and a pf=0.5. The mean obtained in this
case is even greater than the food production without failures. For pf=0.7 food production
is reduced. (Fig 4.6 and Table 4.3)
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Figure 4.6. Food Production for 200 Termites (only Diagnosis vs Self-Healing - Threshold: 3
votes)
4.4.2 Even More Persuasive Termites: Threshold of one (1) Vote for
the Belief Vector of Failures
The last experiments showed that by reducing the threshold of voting, food production is
increased but is not greater than the swarm food production with only diagnosis for 100
termites and pf=0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 200 termites and a pf=0.7. In these experiments, the
threshold was reduced to one vote.
Pop Size PF Only Diagnosis With Healing
100 0.3 761.4333± 161.054 808.333± 123.037
0.5 647.533± 95.7 767.767± 249.913
0.7 565.3± 125.529 446.633± 165.441
200 0.7 886.467± 141.551 823.033± 385.905
Table 4.4. Food Production with a Threshold of 1 vote and RDR=50
Food production is increased for 100 termites and pf=0.3 and 0.5. But for a pf=0.7
the food produced is less than the system only with diagnosis mode (Table 4.4, Figs 4.7
and 4.8).
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Figure 4.7. Food Production for 100 Termites (only Diagnosis vs Self-Healing - Threshold: 1
vote RDR=50)
Figure 4.8. Food production for 200 Termites (only Diagnosis vs Self-Healing - Threshold: 1 vote
RDR=50)
4.4.3 Locating the Source of the Failure
The self-healing mechanism of chapter 3 puts the code line with the majority of the votes
in a random position of the termite program. Now, the location of the code line is added
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in the messages of the language game of diagnosis (it is also added to the belief vector
of failures), so the code line will be placed in the location indicated by the termite that
detects a possible failure (Fig 4.9).
Figure 4.9. Self-healing Algorithm from Chapter 3 vs Self-healing Algorithm with Failure Loca-
tion
For simulations with most of the population being sick (pf=0.7), location of the codeline
with the failure is added. Two experiments are performed with the following parameters:
threshold of the votes for the belief vector of failures equal to one and RDR=50. The
mean of the food produced is greater than the mean of the production of the swarm
without healing. With this new rule, some termites tend to find a partner and remain
diagnosing over and over again without look for food (Table 4.5, Figs 4.10 and 4.11).
Pop Size PF Only Diagnosis With Healing
100 0.7 565.3± 125.529 631.367± 358.516
200 0.7 886.467± 141.551 1014.633± 368.193
Table 4.5. Food Production with a Threshold of 1 Vote, Failure Location and RDR=50
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Figure 4.10. Food Production for 100 Termites (Only Diagnosis vs Self-Healing with Failure
Location - Threshold: 1 vote RDR=50)
Figure 4.11. Food Production for 200 Termites (only Diagnosis vs Self-Healing with Failure Lo-
cation - Threshold: 1 vote RDR=50)
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4.5 Results Analysis in terms of Produced Food
At this point, there are experiments and results with increased food production (Table 4.6).
To determine whether the algorithm increases food production, a t-test for independent
samples was performed with the following hypothesis (test were executed for the "Ok"
cases in Table 4.6):
• Ho : the mean of the food produced by the swarm without self-healing (only diagnose
mode - ODF) is equal to the mean of food produced by the swarm with self-healing
(SHF).
• Ha : the mean of the food produced with self-healing (SHF) is greater the mean of
the food produced by the swarm in only diagnose mode (ODF).
Pop Size PF Self-healing Parameters
Ch. 3 With RDR With RDR LSF
(η = 0.01, (η = 0.01, (η = 0.01, (η = 0.01,
γ = 0.06, γ = 0.06, γ = 0.06, γ = 0.06,
r = 1, r = 1, r = 1, r = 1,
vt = 5) vt = 3, vt = 1, vt = 1,
RDR = 50) RDR = 50) RDR = 50)
0.1 Ok   
100 0.3 X X Ok 
0.5 X X Ok 
0.7 X X X Ok
0.1 Ok   
200 0.3 Ok   
0.5 X Ok  
0.7 X X X Ok
Ch 3: Same Parameters of Chapter 3, With RDR: With re-diagnose rule, LSF: Locating Source
of Failure. Ok:Swarm produced more food. X:Swarm produced less food, : not executed
Table 4.6. Summary of Experiments about Food Production
A value of α = .05 is selected for the tests (this value is the most used in social sciences).
Table 4.7 presents the results of the tests. For the hypothesis test for independent samples,
a Levene test for equality of variances is performed. If the sig value for Levene's test is .05
or below, then, equal variances are not assumed (EVN), otherwise equal variances assumed
row (EV) is used in the analysis. Results are organized in terms of food produced in only
diagnosis mode and food produced with enabled self-healing.
For 100 termites, the sig value of the t-test was greater than .05 in all cases, so there
is not enough evidence to state that the mean of the food produced by the swarm without
self-healing (ODF), is different to the mean of the food produced by the swarm with self-
healing (SHF) (Table 4.7).
For 200 termites, and a pf=0.1, 0.3 and 0.5; the swarm food production with self-
healing is greater than the mean of the food produced by the swarm only in diagnose mode
(sig value is less than .05). For a pf=0.7 there is a difference between means but it is not
enough to reject the null hypothesis (Table 4.7).
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Levene's Test t-test for Equality of Means
Pf Pop for Equality Mean Std. Error 95% Conf. Interval
of Variances t df Sig. Difference Difference of the Difference
F Sig. Lower Upper
100 EV 2.013 .161 -1.80 57 .858 -11.431 63.550 -138.688 115.826
0.1 EVN -1.81 52.339 .857 -11.431 63.188 -138.208 115.346
200 EV 2.534 .117 -8.037 58 .000 -503.067 62.597 -628.369 -377.765
EVN -8.037 56.155 .000 -503.067 62.597 -628.456 -377.677
100 EV 1.683 .200 -1.277 57 .207 -48.057 37.628 -123.407 27.292
0.3 EVN -1.271 51.955 .207 -48.057 37.809 -123.929 27.814
200 EV 2.610 .112 -3.995 58 .000 -222.333 55.648 -333.724 -110.942
EVN -3.995 54.958 .000 -222.333 55.648 -333.856 -110.811
100 EV 14.933 .000 -2.461 58 .017 -120.233 48.859 -218.034 -22.432
0.5 EVN -2.461 37.326 .019 -120.233 48.859 -219.201 -21.266
200 EV 21.804 .000 -3.490 57 .001 -251.600 72.097 -395.972 -107.228
EVN -3.531 39.623 .001 -251.600 71.246 -395.637 -107.563
100 EV 31.196 .000 -9.53 58 .345 -66.067 69.352 -204.890 72.757
0.7 EVN -9.53 36.005 .347 -66.067 69.352 -206.719 74.585
200 EV 22.764 .000 -1.740 57 .087 -127.461 73.268 -274.178 19.256
EVN -1.762 37.921 .086 -127.461 72.346 -273.928 19.006
EV: Equal Variances Assumed, EVN: Equal Variances Not Assumed
Table 4.7. Food Production t-test for Independent Samples: Results in Sucessful Experiments
4.6 Results Analysis in terms of Self-healing
To determine if the experiments got self-healing with the algorithm improvements, a t-test
for related samples was performed with the following hypothesis (test were executed only
for the "Ok" cases in Table 4.6):
• Ho : the mean of the termites that got sick during the simulation TSDS (TSDS =
TS+TSBD) is equal to the mean of sick termites at the end of the simulation TSAS
(TSAS = TSDS − TH).
• Ha : the mean of the total of termites sick is greater than the mean of the termites
sick at the end of the simulations (TSDS > TSAS).
A value of α = .05 is selected for the tests (this value is the most used in social sciences).
Results are organized in terms of total sick termites that got sick during the simulation
(TSDS) and sick termites after the simulation (TSAS). The self-healing test presents the
mean and the standard deviation of the experiments in terms of:
• PF = probability of Failure.
• TS = Termites Sick at the Beginning are the termites that get sick due to a bad copy
of their programs.
• TSBD = Termites Sick by Bad Diagnosis are the termites that get infected due to a
bad diagnosis.
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• TH = Termites Healed are termites which changed their code and got a code with
the same instructions of the base program.
• TSDS = Termites Sick During Simulation are all the termites that got sick during
the simulation (TS+TSBD).
• TSAS = Termites Sick After Simulation (TSDS - TH).
4.6.1 Self-healing Test with More Persuasive Termites: Threshold of
three (3) Votes for the Belief Vector of Failures
The threshold defined for the belief vector of failures was reduced for the next experiments
to three votes and a RDR=50. This parameters were successfully applied to 200 termites
and a pf=0.5 (Tables 4.8 and 4.9)
TS TSBD TH TSAS
97.433± 9.194 51.667± 11.833 130.167± 11.241 18.933± 11.341
TS = Termites Sick at the Beginning, TSBD = Termites Sick by Bad Diagnosis, TH = Termites
Healed, TSAS = Termites Sick After Simulation
Table 4.8. Experiments with 200 termites (pf=0.5)
Mean Std. Deviation. Std. Error mean
TSDS 149.10 15.356 2.804
TSAS 18.93 11.341 2.071
Table 4.9. Paired Samples Statistics (200 termites, N = 30, pf=0.5)
With a pf = 0.5 and 200 termites the difference between the means is 130.167 and the
value of t is 63.427. The null hypothesis is rejected in this case, so that the algorithm is
efficient (Tables 4.10 and 4.11).
Correlation Sig
.684 .000
Table 4.10. Paired Samples Correlations between TSDS and TSAS (200 termites, N = 30, pf=0.5)
Paired Differences
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 130.167 11.241 2.052
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 125.969
Interval for the diference Upper 134.364
t df sig
63.427 29 .000
Table 4.11. Paired Samples Test (200 termites, pf=0.5)
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4.6.2 Self-healing Test with Even More Persuasive Termites: Threshold
of one (1) Vote for the Belief Vector of Failures
The threshold defined for the belief vector of failures was reduced for the next experiments
to one vote and a RDR=50. This parameters were successfully applied to 100 termites and
a pf=0.3 and 0.5 (Tables 4.12 and 4.13).
PF TS TSBD TH TSAS
0.3 30.3± 4.706 26.066± 10.27 53.066± 10.696 3.3± 3.385
0.5 48.233± 5.691 34.333± 7.631 76.633± 12.178 5.933± 10.631
PF = probability of Failure, TS = Termites Sick at the Beginning, TSBD = Termites Sick by
Bad Diagnosis, TH = Termites Healed, TSAS = Termites Sick After Simulation
Table 4.12. Experiments with 100 Termites and a Threshold of one (1) Vote for the Belief Vector
of Failures
Pf Mean Std. Deviation. Std. Error mean
0.3 TSDS 56.37 12.466 2.276
TSAS 3.30 3.385 .618
0.5 TSDS 82.57 10.5 1.917
TSAS 5.93 10.632 1.941
Table 4.13. Paired Samples Statistics (100 termites, N = 30)
Pf Correlation Sig
0.3 .622 .000
0.5 .336 .070
Table 4.14. Paired Samples Correlations between TSDS and TSAS (100 termites, N = 30)
Paired Differences pf = 0.3
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 53.067 10.696 1.953
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 49.073
pf = 0.3 Interval for the diference Upper 57.061
t df sig
27.174 29 .000
Paired Differences pf=0.5
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 76.633 12.178 2.223
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 72.086
pf = 0.5 Interval for the diference Upper 81.181
t df sig
34.466 29 .000
Table 4.15. Paired Samples Test (100 termites)
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With pf = 0.3 and 100 termites the difference between the means is 53.067 and the
value of t is 27.174. The null hypothesis is rejected in this case, so the algorithm is efficient
(Tables 4.14 and 4.15). For a pf = 0.5, Table 4.14 presents a sig value greater than .05
but the Paired Samples Test of Table 4.15 reveal a statistically reliable difference between
the means, the difference between the means is 76.633 and the value of t is 34.466. The
null hypothesis is rejected in this case.
4.6.3 Self-healing Test with Failure Location
Experiments are performed with the following parameters: the threshold of the votes for
the belief vector of failures is equal to one and RDR=50 and the rule to locate the code
line with the possible failure (Tables 4.16 and 4.17).
POP TS TSBD TH TSAS
100 68.4± 4.53 28.966± 4.71 91.533± 7.089 5.833± 7.391
200 135.7± 11.265 54.733± 9.566 181.166± 14.137 9.26± 13.76
POP=Polulation size, PF = 0.7, TS = Termites Sick at the Beginning, TSBD = Termites Sick
by Bad Diagnosis, TH = Termites Healed, TSAS = Termites Sick After Simulation
Table 4.16. Experiments with 100 and 200 Termites Locating the Source of the Failure
Pop Size Mean Std. Deviation. Std. Error mean
100 TSDS 97.37 2.671 .488
TSAS 5.83 7.391 1.349
200 TSDS 190.43 10.467 1.911
TSAS 9.27 13.769 2.514
Table 4.17. Paired Samples Statistics (pf=0.7, N = 30)
For a pf = 0.7, Table 4.18 presents a sig value greater than .05 but the paired samples
test of Table 4.19 reveals a statistically reliable difference between the means, the difference
between the means is 91.533, the value of t is 70.720 for 100 termites and the difference
between the means is 181.167, the value of t is 70.189 for 200 termites. The null hypothesis
is rejected in both cases.
Pop Size Correlation Sig
100 .291 .118
200 .344 .062
Table 4.18. Paired Samples Correlations between TSDS and TSAS (pf=0.7, N = 30)
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Paired Differences pop = 100
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 91.533 7.089 1.294
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 88.86
Interval for the diference Upper 94.181
t df sig
70.720 29 .000
Paired Differences pop = 200
Std. Std.
Mean Deviation Error Mean
TSDS- 181.167 14.137 2.581
TSAS 95% Confidence Lower 175.888
Interval for the diference Upper 186.446
t df sig
70.189 29 .000
Table 4.19. Paired Samples Test (pf=0.7)
4.7 Summary
This chapter presented a reduction in the swarm food production when the sick population
is increased (all this metrics are taken with the diagnosis instruction of chapter 3) and
how self-healing is increasing the food production. Some changes were introduced in the
algorithm to get more produced food. Experiments were performed with 100 and 200 and
10, 30, 50 and 70 percent of the sick termites at the beginning. Results were organized
in terms of food production, of the changes in the experiments and also in terms of sick
termites and termites that were healed.
Increasing food production and obtaining self-healing in the same experiment is a hard
task. In chapter 3, self-healing was obtained even for a pf=0.7, but experiments presented
more food produced only for 100 termites and pf=0.1, and for 200 termites and pf=0.1
and 0.3.
Some changes to the self-healing algorithm were introduced to achieve a mean of the
food production greater than the algorithm with only diagnosis activated. The first ap-
proach, increased the frequency of the self-healing mutations by reducing the threshold
of the belief vector of failures (more persuasive termites) and adding a re-diagnose rule
in which a termite can diagnose again after some positive diagnosis, this worked for 200
termites and a pf=0.3, 0.5.
Changes to the algorithm were introduced to locate the code line of the failure. This
experiment was tested with a pf=0.7 and only one vote to activate the healing mutation
(termites even more persuasive). Experiments presented more food production that the
mean of the algorithm in only diagnose mode (13 cases for 100 termites and 16 experiments
for 200 termites) but there is not enough evidence to say that the mean of the food produced
is greater with self-healing. Also it was observed that the standard deviation of the food
produced is greater than the mean of the food in only diagnose mode.
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It was observed that for 200 termites, food production is increased regarding the ex-
periments with 100 termites. Bigger populations have better performance for self-healing
and food production (null hypothesis is rejected for 200 termites and pf=0.1,0.3 and 0.5)
and a bigger difference between means is observed.
For all the changes introduced in the self-healing mechanism, self-healing was achieved.
In all the experiments performed, the mean of the termites sick during the simulation is
greater than the mean of the termites sick at the end of the simulation. With the time, the
self-healing mechanism avoids failure propagation and induces changes in the lines of code
of the sick termites, therefore obtaining less sick termites that the termites sick during the
simulation.
In the experiments that included locating the source of the failure, some termites tend
to find a partner and continue diagnosing without look for food. In all cases self-healing
was obtained but the food production was increased only for 200 termites and a pf=0.1, 0.3
and 0.5. In the other cases the mean of food produced is greater but there is not enough
evidence to say that food production is better with the self-healing algorithm.
Conclusions and Future Work
Autonomic computing faces the complexity of computer systems administration by model-
ing systems with the ability of self management without human intervention. Self-healing
is an emergent property from self-managing and allows the system to detect and repair
failures in the components of itself while performing tasks. The definition of self-healing
in this work can be observed from the autonomic computing point of view that is, be-
cause termites detect failures in their programs with no disruption of their main activity of
searching for food. In this case, each termite looks like and autonomic manager that take
decisions based on local rules while maintaining relationships with other termites using
signals and messages in the environment.
Although the current study has used ACS to model the process of food search, the
diagnosis process is not present in real termite swarms. In this Thesis, termites are agents
with the ability to communicate with other agents and can learn from the most common
failures that are present in other termites using the Q-learning algorithm. However, swarms
of ants, bees and termites have self-organization that arises from stigmergy and inspired
the local way of communication defined in this work. In the messages of diagnosis, the
trace left in the environment that defines an action stimulates the performance of a next
action by the same or a different agent.
This Thesis has shown that it is possible to detect and correct failures in a termites
swarm in an efficient way by using artificial life and evolutionary computation approaches.
The termites detect and repair failures without a central control while they are performing
food search. To achieve that, a set of diagnosis and healing actions were included in the
behavior of the termites. These actions allow each termite to provide feedback about
possible failures and changes that must be included to other termites based on its current
status. With time, the failures are repaired and self-healing is obtained as an emergent
property.
If a termite is sick and diagnose a healthy termite, the healthy termite can get sick.
In this way, it was expected to obtain self-healing with maximum 50% of the population
being sick at the beginning of each experiment. However, experimental results reveal that
the self-healing mechanism avoids failure propagation and heals termites even with 70% of
the population being sick at the beginning of each experiment and that bigger populations
have better performance for self-healing. This could be possible because termites have
specific wrong codelines at a local level but, in a global level, there are few termites with
the same codeline with failures.
The findings of this work suggest that a random selection of the actions to be evaluated
at the beginning of the diagnosis process causes each termite to specialize in a different
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kind of failure while the system diagnoses more than one type of failure at the same time.
The proposed diagnosis mechanism also allows termites to learn about actions or codelines
with the highest probabilities of failure. This fact can be useful in real applications if
failures present patterns like factory defects.
The results of this research support the idea that sharing information is a key point to
achieve self-healing. Even by adding random mutations on the code, experimental results
show that self-healing is obtained in the swarm of termites with 70% of the termites sick.
Results are even better if data, as the location of a possible missing codeline, is added to
the messages of the diagnosis mechanism.
The results of this work suggest that food produced decreases if the amount of sick
termites is increased. However, to achieve self-healing and increase the food production
of the swarm, it is necessary to accelerate the speed of the healing mutations. This must
be possible by decreasing the threshold of external opinions about the health of a termite
in the voting mechanism and by increasing the amount of diagnosis, for example, adding
rules like the "re-diagnose rule".
An implication of this work is the possibility of generalizing the self-healing mechanism
to real environments like computer networks or multiagent environments. In order to
achieve that, some characteristics of an individual must generate the diagnosis questions
and these characteristics must be associated to policies that allow changing the behavior
of an individual.
Although experimental results of this Thesis were not compared with other models
because similar research works were not found in the revision of the state of the art,
statistical evaluation of the results was used to validate the model. Statistical evaluation
requires running each experiment at least 30 times by each set of parameters. Only for the
experiments in chapter 4, were required to execute eight different experiments, 30 times
each one. Each execution implied 100.000 iterations by each termite taking approximately
30 minutes per execution, 15 hours by each set of parameters and 5 days only for the
experiments in chapter 4. By these reason, these experiments take longer than scheduled,
factor that should be taken into account for related future works.
Main Contributions
A virtual system of termites was designed and implemented. Termites were modeled as
agents that look for food, carry the food home and continue searching for more, using
the Ant Colony System algorithm. Each termite acts in a local level, so different types of
simulations can be performed and it is possible to introduce dynamic changes to the world
like pheromone distribution, size of the world, nest and food location, etc.
Two types of failures were defined for the virtual environment of termites: a first
approach that included failures in the movement actuators of the termite, and a second
approach that included different failures in the programs of the termites.
The first approach presented a mechanism of failure diagnosis in a multi-agent envi-
ronment of termites looking for food:
• A simple language to diagnose termites was defined.
• By simplicity, the same failure for the termites population was set as a starting point.
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• By using language games and the Q-learning algorithm, termites diagnose failures
with the highest failure probabilities. Termites also have enough information to
determine which movement instruction is failing based on a simple voting system
that is the result of the diagnosis originated from language games.
• If a failure has a higher probability than other, Q-learning will give a reward to
this question of diagnosis, the voting for this action will be increased on the belief
vector of failures and questions about actions with the lowest probability will decrease
significantly.
• In this case, it was observed that local interactions in the mechanism of diagnosis
allow system to be specialized in the detection of more than a failure at the same
time.
In the second failure scenario self-healing functions were defined based on evolutionary
algorithms:
• Binary programs were defined for the termites and the failures of the termites were
defined at the beginning. Each termite had a different failure on their code and some
part of the population got sick. New instructions for the diagnosis were defined, the
diagnosis mechanism asked questions about the codelines and each termite had a
different dynamic belief vector of failures.
• If a termite reaches five votes for one instruction on its belief vector of failures, the
code line with the majority of the votes is introduced in a random position of the
termite program, instead of adding another line.
• The self-healing mechanism was efficient even with a 70% of the sick population given
the statistical analysis. We observed that each termite is able to identify its own
failures based on the diagnosis given by others. Local interactions in the mechanism
of diagnosis allow system to be specialized in the detection of more than one failure
at the same time, even if the failure is different per termite.
• By running the simulation, it was observed that some sick termites caused bad diag-
nosis, which induced failures in other termites. However, the rule that states that a
termite cannot diagnose other if a failure is detected (votes threshold = five), causes
that, after some iterations, the termites stop propagating the failure and the popu-
lation continues evolving their code until programs are recovered and the number of
programs that were bad is reduced.
• The self-healing mechanism avoids failure propagation and induces changes in the
lines of code of the sick termites, obtaining less sick termites in the end of the
simulation.
Some experiments were made to measure the food production of the swarm with the
self-healing mechanism:
• With the default parameters of the self healing algorithm, good results for 200 ter-
mites and a pf=0.1 and pf=0.3 were obtained.
• Some changes to the self-healing mechanism were introduce to increase the mean of
the food produced:
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 The first approach, increased the frequency of the self-healing mutations by
reducing the threshold of the belief vector of failures to three (3) votes (more
persuasive termites) and adding a re-diagnose rule, in which a termite can di-
agnose again after some positive diagnosis. This worked for 200 termites and a
pf=0.5.
 Changes to the self-healing mechanism were introduced to locate the code line
of the failure. This experiment was tested with a pf=0.7 and only one vote
to activate the healing mutation (termites even more persuasive). Experiments
presented more food production that the mean of the algorithm in only diagnose
mode (13 cases for 100 termites and 16 experiments for 200 termites) but there
is not enough evidence to say that the mean of the food produced is greater
with self-healing.
 It was observed that the standard deviation of the food produced with self-
healing is greater than the standard deviation of the food produced in only
diagnose mode.
 It was observed that for 200 termites, food production is increased regarding
the experiments with 100 termites.
 Bigger populations have better performance for self-healing and food production
(the food produced was statistically increased for a population of 200 termites
and pf=0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 and a greater difference between termites sick during
the simulation and termites sick after simulation was observed for 200 termites).
 For all the changes introduced in the self-healing mechanism self-healing was
achieved. In all the experiments performed, the mean of the termites sick during
the simulation is greater than the mean of the termites sick at the end of the
simulation.
Future Work
Although this Thesis has shown that the proposed mechanism is able to achieve self-healing,
there are some aspects that can be addressed in future works:
• The mechanism of diagnosis starts when a termite has only one neighbor. This rule
induces in some cases a partner finding tendency in the set of termites; the termites
find a partner and continue diagnosing without looking for food. Future research
should therefore concentrate on improvements for the communication mechanism.
This can be focused on adding new rules to the communication mechanism or defining
conditions to detect when a termite remains in a diagnose status.
• A further study could assess how many failures by termite with the 70% of the
population sick are the limits to obtain self-healing in the swarm. The current work
has only examined self-healing with one different failure per termite at the beginning;
if the system is tested with more failures we can determine relationships between
population size, diagnosis vector size, voting threshold and number of failures that
can be healed. This information can be used to develop the proposed mechanism in
real scenarios.
• Further research might explore the application of the proposed self-healing mech-
anism in computer networks. For example, what would happen if "termites" are
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replaced by "computers", the "termite programs" for "operating systems" and the
"diagnose questions" for "questions about the status of a computer system"?
• It would be interesting to evaluate the effects of adding social dynamics for the
termites as indicators of need to be healed and a reputation measure for the termites
that makes diagnosis. For example, by adding rules like "choose a doctor termite
with the best reputation" or "be convinced more easily if the need of the termite
is high". An implication of this is the possibility of obtaining even better results in
failure detection and self-healing.
• A further study could develop the self-healing mechanism with ECBOT robots.
ECBOT is an open robotic platform to be used as development tool of algorithms in
mobile robotics and to study software and hardware applications [14]. With the help
of some undergraduate students of systems engineering, an API to control ECBOT
has been developed. API generates simple programs to control movements and colors
in the robot.
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